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What is WMAP?
o Satellite detecting primordial photons “cosmic microwave background”
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The oldest fossil from the early universe

Inflation and Grand Unification?

Nucleosynthesis

Quantum Gravity/ Trans-Planckian effects….

Recombination CMB

Testable in particle accelerators
Imprint
in CMB
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Inflation and Grand Unification?

Nucleosynthesis

Quantum Gravity/ Trans-Planckian effects….

Galaxy formation
Reionization
Dark Energy domination

Recombination CMB

Imprint
in CMB

The cosmic equivalent of tree rings…

Testable in particle accelerators

Imprint
on CMB
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Maps and galactic foregrounds

Raw

FG

Cleaned

Temperature (~10s uK) Polarization (~0.1s uK)
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Anisotropy in the CMBR (cont.)Anisotropy in the CMBR (cont.)



Ordinary Matter
•	 A low second peak indicates baryon or ordinary matter 
	 density comparable to photon density
•	 Ordinary matter consists of ~5% of the critical density
	 today 
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Dark Matter
•	 A third peak comparable to second peak indicates a dark
	 matter density ~5x that of ordinary matter 
•	 Dark matter ~25% of the critical density
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WMASS results

Parameter Value
Baryon Density Ωbh2 = 0.024 ± 0.001
Matter Density Ωmh2 = 0.14 ± 0.02
Hubble Constant h = 0.72 ± 0.05
Baryon Density/Critical Density Ωb = 0.044 ± 0.004
Matter Density/Critical Density Ωm = 0.27 ± 0.04
Age of the Universe to = 13.7 ± 0.2



idm2006,  Rhodes 11idm2006,  Rhodes 11--16/09/200616/09/2006

Slicing the Pie of the CosmosSlicing the Pie of the Cosmos
WMAP3:WMAP3: ΩΩCDM CDM ==0.240.24±±0.02,0.02, ΩΩΛΛ

==0.720.72±±0.040.04 , , ΩΩb b ==0.0.040422±±0.00.00303
Confirming earlier data (Supernovae, WMAP1 etc):Confirming earlier data (Supernovae, WMAP1 etc):



FLAT Universe

Inflation predicts:
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Inflation and Grand Unification?

Nucleosynthesis

Quantum Gravity/ Trans-Planckian effects….

Galaxy formation
Reionization
Dark Energy domination

Recombination CMB

Supernovae
Weak lensing
LSS surveys

Imprint
in CMB

Imprint
on CMB

Important comparisons with later observations

Testable in particle accelerators



1999-2003



T
o

To track the expansion rate, use Supernovae
(exploding white dwarf stars) as standard candles.

SN 1994d



Luminosity Distance

Spectroscopy

Photometry



SNe Ia

Bright

Light curve similarities



SNe Ia Distances in FLRW

dL(z) = f(z; ΩM, ΩΛ )





Riess et al. ApJLett 04, 
HST 16 SNIa

Expect dq/dz



PANS/GOODS - Results

●Exclude “standard gray dust”
●Deceleration in the past

Riess 2004



1999-2003
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Galactic rotation curves
l Doppler measurements in spiral galaxies. 
éObserve: v(r)
éif v is constant,then: M ˜ r
éNeeds “dark matter”
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Fig. 1.1. A map of the sky showing the locations of the two 2dFGRS surveystrips (NGP strip at left, SGP strip at right) and the random �elds. Each2dF �eld in the survey is shown as a small circle; the sky survey plates fromwhich the source catalogue was constructed are shown as dotted squares.The scale of the strips at the mean redshift of the survey is indicated.the end of 2001. The survey observations were completed in April 2002, after 5 yearsand 272 nights on the AAT. The �nal survey is an order of magnitude larger thanany previous redshift survey, and comparable to the ongoing redshift survey of theSloan Digital Sky Survey (Bernardi, these proceedings).The source catalogue for the 2dFGRS was a revised and extended version of theAPM galaxy catalogue (Maddox et al. 1990), which was created by scanning thephotographic plates of the UK Schmidt Telescope Southern Sky Survey. The surveytargets were chosen to be galaxies with extinction-corrected magnitudes brighterthan bJ=19.45. The galaxies were distinguished from stars by the APM imageclassi�cation algorithm described by Maddox et al., conservatively tuned to includeall galaxies at the expense of also including a 5% contamination by stars.The main survey regions were two declination strips, one in the southern Galactichemisphere spanning 80��15� around the South Galactic Pole (the SGP strip), andthe other in the northern Galactic hemisphere spanning 75��10� along the celestialequator (the NGP strip); in addition, there were 99 individual 2dF `random' �eldsspread over the southern Galactic cap (see Figure 1.1). The large volume that issparsely probed by the random �elds allows the survey to measure structure onscales greater than would be permitted by the relatively narrow widths of the mainsurvey strips. In total, the survey covers approximately 1800�, and has a medianredshift depth of z=0.11. An adaptive tiling algorithm was used to optimally placethe 900 2dF �elds over the survey regions, giving a highly complete and uniformsample of galaxies on the sky.Redshifts were measured from 2dF spectra that covered the range from 3600�A



1.2 The Large-Scale Structure of the Galaxy Distribution 3

Fig. 1.2. The large-scale structures in the galaxy distribution are shown inthis 3�-thick slice through the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey map. The slicecuts through the NGP strip (at left) and the SGP strip (at right), andcontains 63000 galaxies.to 8000�A at a resolution of 9.0�A. Redshift measurements were obtained both fromcross-correlation with template spectra and from �tting emission lines. All redshiftswere visually checked and assigned a quality parameter Q in the range 1{5; acceptedredshifts (Q�3) were found to be 98% reliable and to have a typical uncertaintyof 85 kms�1. The overall redshift completeness for accepted redshifts was 92%,although this varied with magnitude. The variation in the redshift completenesswith position and magnitude is fully accounted for by the survey completeness mask(Colless et al. 2001; Norberg et al. 2002b).Figure 1.2 shows a thin slice through the three-dimensional map of over 221000galaxies produced by the 2dFGRS. This 3�-thick slice passes through both the NGPstrip (at left) and the SGP strip (at right). The decrease in the number of galaxiestowards higher redshifts is an e�ect of the survey selection by magnitude|onlyintrinsically more luminous galaxies are brighter than the survey magnitude limitat higher redshifts. The clusters, �laments, sheets and voids making up the large-scale structures in the galaxy distribution are clearly resolved. The fact that thereare many such structures visible in the �gure is a qualitative demonstration that thesurvey volume comprises a representative sample of the universe; the small amplitudeof the density uctuations on large scales in quanti�ed by the power spectrum, asdiscussed in the next section.1.2 The Large-Scale Structure of the Galaxy DistributionIn cosmological models where the initial density uctuations form a Gaussianrandom �eld, such as most inationary models, the large-scale structure of the galaxydistribution in the linear regime is completely characterized in statistical terms byjust two quantities: the mean density and the rms uctuations in the density as a
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Fig. 1.3. Large scale-structure statistics from the 2dFGRS. The left panelshows the dimensionless power spectrum �2(k) (Percival et al. 2001, Peacocket al. 2003). Overlaid are the predicted linear-theory CDM power spectrawith shape parameters 
h = 0:1; 0:15; 0:2; 0:25; 0:3 with the baryon fractionpredicted by Big Bang nucleosynthesis (solid curves) and with zero baryons(dashed curves). The right panel shows the two-dimensional galaxy correla-tion function, �(�; �), where � is the separation across the line of sight and �is the separation along the line of sight (Hawkins et al. 2003). The grayscaleimage is the observed �(�; �) and the contours show the best-�tting model.function of scale. The latter are quanti�ed either through the two-point correlationfunction or the power spectrum, which are Fourier transforms of each other. How-ever, a redshift survey does not determine the real-space positions of the galaxies,but rather the redshift-space positions, where the line-of-sight component is not thedistance to the galaxy but the galaxy's velocity. This velocity is the combinationof the Hubble velocity (which is directly related to the distance) and the galaxy'speculiar velocity (the motion produced by the gravitational attraction of the localmass distribution).The statistical properties of the large-scale structure of the galaxy distributionobserved in redshift space are summarized in Figure 1.3, which shows both the cor-relation function and the power spectrum obtained from the 2dFGRS. The structureon very large scales (several tens to hundreds of Mpc) is best represented by thepower spectrum; on smaller scales, where peculiar velocities become more signi�-cant and the shape of the power spectrum (as well as the amplitude) di�ers betweenredshift-space and real-space, the redshift-space structure is most clearly shown inthe two-dimensional correlation function (see x1.4 below).The power spectrum, shown in the left panel of Figure 1.3, is well-determinedfrom the 2dFGRS on scales less than about 400 h�1Mpc (wavenumbers k > 0:015)and its shape is little-a�ected by non-linear evolution of the galaxy distribution onscales greater than about 40 h�1Mpc (k < 0:15). Over this decade in scale, thepower spectrum is well-�tted by a cold dark matter (CDM) model having a shapeparameter � = 
mh = 0:20 � 0:03 (Percival et al. 2001). For a Hubble constantaround 70kms�1Mpc�1 (i.e. h � 0:7), this implies a mean mass density 
m � 0:3.



High-Resolution Simulations of
Cold Dark Matter (CDM) Halos 
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Gravitational Lensing



Hubble Space Telescope image of a cluster of galaxies.
An irregular blue galaxy in the background is multiply-imaged.



Mass reconstruction of the cluster.  Note the large, smooth 
distribution of (apparently invisible) matter.



IDM2006

Rhodes

1E0657-56 (The Bullet Cluster)

• Vital Statistics

– z=0.30 (3.35 Gyr ago, or 1.2 Gpc away)

– Supersonic merger

– In plane of sky (+/-15 degrees)

– Speed ~ Mach 3 (4500 km/s)

– Tbullet ~ 6-7 keV



IDM2006

Rhodes



IDM2006

Rhodes



IDM2006

Rhodes

Strong Gravitational Lensing
• Einstein ring

– Symmetric lens with source directly behind 

lens

• Strong arcs and multiply lensed sources in 

clusters

– More complicated potential

– Arc geometries probe shear field in cluster 

core

Multiply imaged source

Strong arc



DLS

DS

α = 4GM/bc2

b

θ

γ ∼ θ = DLS
DS

4GM/bc2

sheared image

shear

Gravity & Cosmology change 
the growth rate of mass 
structureCosmology changes 

geometric distance factors









Cosmic shear Cosmic shear vsvs redshiftredshift
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Rhodes

Weak Gravitational Lensing

• Each galaxy elongated slightly by lensing potential

– For any individual galaxy elongation is less than intrinsic ellipticity 
of galaxy

– Average together many galaxies to reconstruct shear field

• γ=shear

• κ=convergence
– change in size of lensed galaxy

• g= reduced shear = γ/(1-κ)
– Observable quantity from the ellipticities

• Convergence, κ, linearly proportional to surface mass density
– Can reconstruct mass distribution from shear field

1E0657-56 Subcluster
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2006 Results

Data:

500 ks Chandra

Deep Magellan + HST imaging

Results:

8 σ offset between gas and DM peak

for both main and subcluster

No offset between galaxies and DM

Clowe et al. (2006)
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Rhodes

Gas bullet

Strong Lensing Map

Clear separation of gas and mass

Location consistent with weak lensing analysis

Mass peak

Bradac et al. 2006 



IDM2006

Rhodes
Courtesy Sean Carroll (cosmicvariance.com)
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… leveraging evolution on different spatial scales

From Max Tegmark for SDSS
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Sensitive to different epochs of evolution history

BBN
Bean, Hansen, Melchiorri

(2001)

Structure formation
(Doran et al 2002)

SN1a (68% CI)
Riess et al (2004)

ΩQ

lg(z+1)

0 1 2 3 4 5 9 10 11
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Weak Lensing (95% CI)
(CFHTLS + WMAP)
(Tereno et al 2004)

Scaling quintessence
Λ

Constraints on evolution history of the dark energy density

CMB (modeled as Nrel(zrec))
Ferreira & Joyce (1999)



~ 0.1 s  after  the  Big  Bang
Neutrinos  Decouple

~ 380 kyr after  the  Big  Bang
Relic Photons (CBR)  are  free

~ 100 s  after  the  Big  Bang
Primordial  Nucleosynthesis



BBN  Abundances  of D,  3He,  7Li 

are  RATE  (Density)  LIMITED

D,  3He,  7Li are  potential  BARYOMETERS

BBN – Predicted  Primordial  Abundances

7Li 7Be



For  Primordial  D/H  adopt  
the  mean  and  the  

dispersion  around  the  mean

105(D/H)P =  2.6 ± 0.4

D/H  vs.  Metallicity



(D/H)P =  2.6 ± 0.4 x 10−5 +  SBBN  ⇒ η10 = 6.1 ± 0.6

BBN
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Ordinary matter from BB Nucleo-Synthesis (baryons)

l Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis 
depends sensitively on the 
baryon/photon ratio,

l Since we know how many 
photons there are, we can 
constrain the baryon 
density.

l [Burles, Nollett & Turner]

ΩBBN = 0.044 ± 0.004



ΩB h2 = 0.018,  0.023, 0.028

← θ

CBR (WMAP)  constrains  ΩB h2

CBR  Temperature  Anisotropy  Spectrum  (2003) 

(∆T2 vs.  θ)  Depends  On  The  Baryon  Density

Barger et al. (2003)

The  CBR  is  an  early - Universe  Baryometer



BBN  (20 min)  &  CBR  (380 kyr)  AGREE !

BBN CBR



CBR  Temperature  Anisotropy  Spectrum  (2003)
Depends  on  the  Radiation  Density  ρR (S or Nν)

Nν = 1, 2.75, 5, 7

← θ

Barger et al. (2003)

CBR  (WMAP)  constrains  Nν (S)
The  CBR  is  an  early - Universe  Chronometer



BBN (D  &  4He)  +  CBR (WMAP – 2003)

BBN

CBR

Barger et al. (2003)

BBN  &  CBR
Consistent !

Barger et al. (2003)



CONCLUSIONS

(Pre – WMAP 2006)

BBN  (~ 20 min.) And  The CBR  (~ 400 kyr)

Are  CONSISTENT !

1.9 ≤ Nν ≤ 3.1 allowed @ ~ 95%

( Also : η10 =   6.1  ± 0.2 )
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The second cosmic ruler. The BAO
CMB acoustic oscillations @ z=1089
Single peak in baryon matter correlation function
@≈150h–1 Mpc (≈ 200 Mpc)
Observed by SDSS @ z=0.35
2 standard rulers available at 2  epochs
Distance between the two epochs known @ 4%
Confirms linear cosmological perturbation theory 
across an expansion factor = 800
Removes degeneracy between curvature and 
expansion rate

Curves are for 
different Ωm
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Astro-ph/0501171



Measuring the Masses of Galaxies in the 
Sloan Digital Sky Survey

Rich Kron
ARCS Institute, 14 June 2005, Yerkes Observatory

images & spectra of NGC 2798/2799
physical size, orbital velocity, mass, and luminosity
how to get data



2.5-meter telescope, 
Apache Point, New Mexico



The Baryon Acoustic PeakThe Baryon Acoustic Peak

Nick Cowan
UW Astronomy

May 2005

Nick Cowan
UW Astronomy

May 2005



We present the large-scale correlation function measured from a
spectroscopic sample of 46,748 luminous red galaxies from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey, covering 3816 square degrees and 0.16 < z < 0.47.
We find a well-detected peak in the correlation function at 100h-1 Mpc
separation that is an excellent match to the predicted shape and locat-
ion of the imprint of the recombination-epoch acoustic oscillations.

This detection demonstrates the linear growth of structure by
gravitational instability between z = 1000 at the present and confirms a
firm prediction of the standard cosmological theory.  The acoustic peak
provides a standard ruler by which we can measure the absolute
distance to z = 0.35 to 5% accuracy and the ratio of the distances to
z!=!0.35 and z!=!1089 to 4% accuracy.  This provides a measurement of
cosmological distance and an argument for dark energy based on a
geometric method with the same simple physics as the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) anisotropies.

From the overall shape of the correlation function, we measure
Wmh2!=!0.130(n/0.98)1.2 ± 0.011 (8%).  This result is independent from,
but agrees with, the value from the anisotropies of the CMB.

We find Wm = 0.273 ± 0.025 + 0.123(1+w0) + 0.137WK, where w0 is
the dark energy equation of state at z < 0.35, but where the constraint is
otherwise independent of w(z).

Including the CMB acoustic scale, we find WK = –0.010 ± 0.009 if
the dark energy is a cosmological constant.

The SDSS LRG Sample
  The SDSS has two spectroscopic galaxy
samples.  The Main sample is a flux-
limited sample (r < 17.77, 90 deg-2) of
normal galaxies.  The LRG sample uses
a color and flux cut to select 15 luminous
early-type galaxies per deg2 out to z!~!0.5
and down to a flux limit of r!=!19.5.

  In this analysis, we use a spectroscopic
sample of 47,000 LRGs over 3816 deg2

in the redshift range 0.16!<!z!<!0.47.  The
volume surveyed is 0.72h–3 Gpc3.  The
LRG number density of 0.3–1x10–4h–3

Mpc3 is close to optimal for the study of
structure on the largest scales.

The comoving number density n(z) of the LRG sample,
in units of 10–4h–3 Mpc3.  The sample is close to constant
n(z), i.e. volume-limited, out to z ~ 0.36.   The red line is
our model of n(z), used to create random catalogs for the
correlation analyses.

A pie diagram of the LRG sample,
running from z!=!0.16 to z = 0.47.
The red bullseye has a radius of 100h-1

Mpc, the scale of the acoustic peak.

Acoustic series in
P(k) becomes a
single peak in x(r)!

Pure CDM model
has no peak.

r2x(r)

Equality scale
depends on (Wmh2)-1.

Acoustic scale depends
on (Wmh2)-0.25.

Wmh2 = 0.12
Wmh2 = 0.13
Wmh2 = 0.14

Pure CDM degeneracy

Acoustic scale alone

2-s
1-s

WMAP 1s range

The Intermediate-Scale Clustering
of Luminous Red Galaxies

I. Zehavi, D. Eisenstein, R. Nichol, M. Blanton, D. Hogg, et al.
(Astrophysical Journal, in press; astro-ph/0411557)

We measure the auto-correlation function
of the LRG sample on scales from 300h–1

kpc to 30h–1!Mpc.  We use projected corre-
lation functions to eliminate the effects of
redshift distortions and study three different
luminosity subsets.

As expected, luminous red galaxies are
highly clustered, with a correlation length of
~10h–1!Mpc.  We find s8=1.80 ± 0.03 for
the –23.2!<!Mg!<!–21.2 volume-limited sub-
set and a bias of 1.84 ± 0.11 relative to L*

The real-space correlation function of LRGs in three
absolute magnitude bins (rest-frame g band, passively
evolved to z = 0.3).   The samples are highly biased, and
there is a mild luminosity dependence of the amplitude.

The projected correlation function wp(rp) divided by a
fiducial r–0.9 power-law.  The luminosity-dependent bias
is now more clear, as is the fact that the correlation
functions are not pure power laws (which would be a
straight line on this log-log plot).

The Small-Scale Clustering of Luminous Red Galaxies
via Cross-Correlation Techniques
D. Eisenstein, M. Blanton, I. Zehavi, et al.

(Astrophysical Journal, in press; astro-ph/0411559)

We cross-correlate the spectroscopic LRG
sample with a sample of 16 million galaxies
from SDSS imaging to probe the clustering
around LRGs on scales from 200h–1 kpc to 7h–1

Mpc as a detailed function of scale and LRG
luminosity.  By using a cross-correlation
method, we can avoid the shot noise of the
sparse LRG sample and obtain very high signal-
to-noise ratio results.

Even with angular methods, the only physical
correlations (other than lensing) occur when the
two objects are at nearly the same redshift.
Therefore, we can use the spectroscopic redshift
of the LRG to transform angles into transverse
physical distances and the fluxes of the imaging
galaxies into luminosities.  In particular, we use
this property to restrict the imaging sample to a
constant passively evolving luminosity cut; in
the figures here, we use M*–0.6 to M*+1.0.

The cross-correlation is performed using the

The cross-correlation between LRGs and L* galaxies as
a function of scale.  Three different LRG luminosity
bins are shown (Mg* is -20.35).  The bottom panel
shows the results divided by a r–2 power-law.  The
luminosity dependence in the results is obvious, as is
the deviation from a pure power-law.

The cross-correlation between LRGs and L* galaxies as a function of
LRG luminosity (in bins of 0.1 mag).  The physical scale is about 200h–1

kpc proper.  The horizontal axis has been warped to L1.5 as this provides
a very nearly linear fit (solid line).  The vertical axis is a count of the
average number of L* galaxies near each LRG, weighting the count by a
function W(r) [see paper].   There are 4 times more L* galaxies around
LRGs of 8L* than around those of 2L*.  The short and long dashed lines
show the fits for 1.6h–1 and 7h– 1 Mpc, respectively.   There is clear
evidence that the luminosity dependence is also scale dependent.

method of Eisenstein (2003, ApJ, 586, 718) in
which weighting as a function of transverse
separation is used to synthesize a spherical
integral of the real-space cross-correlation
function.  This has a simple interpretation as
the average number of L* galaxies around the
LRG, as weighted by the function W(r).  The
method has also extremely convenient comput-
ational properties.
    We find very strong luminosity dependence
in the clustering.  On 200h-1 kpc scales, we find
a factor of 4 variation in the average number of
L* galaxies around LRGs as one changes the
LRG luminosity from 2L* to 8L*.   However,
this luminosity dependence is weaker at larger
scales; in other words, galaxy clustering bias is
both scale and luminosity dependence.  We
show that the cross-correlation function is not a
power-law in scale, but instead has a dip at 1
Mpc scale relative to smaller and larger scales.

Detection of the Baryon Acoustic Peak in the Large-Scale
Correlation Function of SDSS Luminous Red Galaxies

Daniel Eisenstein, I. Zehavi (Arizona), D. Hogg, R. Scoccimarro, M. Blanton (NYU), R. Nichol
(Portsmouth), R. Scranton (Pittsburgh), H. Seo (Arizona), M. Tegmark (Penn/MIT), Z. Zheng (IAS), et al.

(Astrophysical Journal, submitted)

An Acoustic Peak 
   Before recombination at z~1000, the universe was ionized,
and in this plasma the cosmic microwave background photons
are well coupled to the baryons and electrons.  The photons
have such enormous pressure that the sound speed in the
plasma is relativistic.

   The initial perturbations are equal in the dark matter and
baryons.  However, an overdensity in the baryons also
implies a large overpressure, with the result that a spherical
pressure wave is driven into the plasma.  By the time of
recombination, this wave has reached a comoving radius of
150 Mpc, the sound horizon.

  The dark matter overdensity on the other hand remains
centrally concentrated.  After recombination, perturbations
grow gravitationally in response to the sum of the dark matter
and baryons.   The central concentration dominates, but there
is a small (1%) imprint at 150 Mpc scale that generates a
single acoustic peak in the matter correlation function.

An illustration of the baryonic pressure wave expanding
from a central overdensity, where the dark matter pert-
urbation remains.  The amplitude of the wave has been
exaggerated; it should be only 1% of the central peak.
The Universe is a superposition of many such structures.

The redshift-space correlation function of  LRGs.   Note the acoustic peak
at 100h-1 Mpc.  The data points are correlated; including this, the best-fit
model with Wbh2 = 0.024 has c2 = 16.1 with 17 degrees of freedom.  The
best-fit pure CDM model has c2 = 27.8 and is rejected at 3.4 s.

  Importantly, the sound horizon depends only
on the baryon-to-photon ratio (Wbh2) to set the
sound speed and the matter and radiation
densities (Wmh2 and Wrh2) to set the propa-
gation time.  Measuring these densities, e.g.,
from the acoustic peaks of the CMB, allows
one to calibrate this standard ruler.

  We compute the redshift-space correlation function of
the LRGs on scales between 10h-1 and 180h-1 Mpc.  The
covariance matrix is derived from 1247 mock catalogs
constructed using PTHalos and a model of the halo
occupation of LRGs.
   The correlation function reveals a well-detected peak at
100h-1 Mpc separation.  Associating this with the acoustic
peak sets the distance to z = 0.35, the typical redshift of
the sample.  More generally, the correlation function is a
good fit to models with the baryon density found by
WMAP and big bang nucleosynthesis.
   From the shape of the correlation function, we can infer
the matter density Wmh2, although this is mildly degene-
rate with the spectral tilt n.
   Our best measurement of distance comes from compar-
ing the acoustic scale in the LRG sample to that measured
in the CMB.  This constrains the distance to z!=!0.35 to
that to z!=!1089 to be 0.0979 ± 0.0036 (4%).  This ratio is
highly robust, not only against changes within the stan-
dard modeling but also against certain exotic alterations.
   With this ratio, we get precise geometric constraints on
dark energy and curvature, given in the Table to the right.
   Focusing on the local distance scale, we can use our
standard ruler to measure Wm with only mild effects from
w(z) or curvature.  We find Wm = 0.273 + 0.123(1+w0) +
0.137WK ± 0.025, where w0 is the dark energy equation of
state at z < 0.35.

The correlation function times r2 to flatten out the curve.  The acoustic peak
is now clearly visible.   Three different cosmological models withWbh2 =
0.024 are shown, along with one pure CDM model.  The horizontal scale was
computed assuming a particular distance to z = 0.35; we introduce this as a
parameter in the model fits so as to measure the cosmological distance scale.

galaxies.  The LRG sample shows 4s
evidence for luminosity-dependent bias.
  The correlation functions are close to
power laws (with slope r–1.9) but do show
statistically significant deviations.  These
deviations are similar to those found in
the SDSS Main sample. These are natur-
ally explained by contemporary models
of galaxy clustering as the transition
from intra-halo to inter-halo clustering.

This analysis was funded by several grants from the National Science Foundation, notably AST-0407200, as well as funds
from the University of Arizona, the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, and NASA.

Funding for the creation and distribution of the SDSS Archive has been provided by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, the Parti-
cipating Institutions, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department
of Energy, the Japanese Monbukagakusho, and the Max Planck Society. The SDSS Web site is http://www.sdss.org/.

The SDSS is managed by the Astrophysical Research Consortium (ARC) for the Participating Institutions. The Participating
Institutions are The University of Chicago, Fermilab, the Institute for Advanced Study, the Japan Participation Group, The Johns
Hopkins University, the Korean Scientist Group, Los Alamos National Laboratory, the Max-Planck-Institute for Astronomy
(MPIA), the Max-Planck-Institute for Astrophysics (MPA), New Mexico State University, University of Pittsburgh, University of
Portsmouth, Princeton University,  the United States Naval Observatory, and the University of Washington.

Abstract

Constraints in the parameter space of Wmh2 and the distance to z =
0.35.  We have assumed Wbh2 = 0.024 and n = 0.98.  Changing the tilt
alters the value of Wmh2 but does not change the ratio of the distances
to z = 0.35 and to z = 1089 because the acoustic scale is well detected.

0.963 ± 0.0220.983 ± 0.0350.973 ± 0.030n
0.692 ± 0.0210.648 ± 0.0450.669 ± 0.028h
0.298 ± 0.0250.326 ± 0.0370.306 ± 0.027Wm

0.142 ± 0.0050.135 ± 0.0080.136 ± 0.008Wmh2

—–0.80 ± 0.18—w
——–0.010 ± 0.009WK

Flat, LFlat, constant wCurved, L

Cosmological constraints from a Markov chain analysis combining
WMAP and SDSS Main P(k) (Tegmark et al. 2004, PRD, 69, 103501)
with the LRG correlation function measurements of the acoustic scale.
The improvement is typically a factor of 2.



Results from SDSS

Correlation
Function for
46,748 LRGs

Points look
too high
because the
covariance 
is “soft” w.r.t.
shifts in ξ.

 ! 
There’s the peak!



   We know

Dark matter is ...

cold (non-relativistic)

22 % of the Universe

non-baryonic

weakly interacting (collisionless)
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   Cold

— Galactic structure requires cold dark matter

  è  CDM collapses first, attracting matter later

 

Maroto,Ramirez astro-ph/0409280
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   22 %

— E balance a 'la FRW: rÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅrC
= WM + WL + Wk   rC =3H0

2/8pGN , H0=71±4km/s/Mpc 

  è  SNe,WMAP,SDSS: WM = 0.27±0.04 WL = 0.73±0.04 Wtot = 1.02±0.02

  è  direct, independent, precise, consistent observations Ø robust result
C. Balázs, Argonne National Laboratory Supersymmetric dark matter Aspen, February 17, 2006     6/40



   Non-baryonic

— Matter content:  WM=WBM + WR + Wn + WDM  with  Wn, Wr  < 0.015

    PDB 2005 

  è  BBN&CMB, cosmic concordance: Wb = 0.044±0.004fl WDM = 0.22±0.04

  è  new form of matter: non-baryonic, stable
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   Weakly interacting

 — Gravitational lensing Ø mass dist'n of CL0024+1654 galaxy cluster

http://www.bell-labs.com/news/1997/january/15/1.html
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   We don't know

Does it exist?

How to directly detect/create it?

Why is it 22 % (now)?

What is it?

...

C. Balázs, Argonne National Laboratory Supersymmetric dark matter Aspen, February 17, 2006     9/40
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Open questions
éMatter: 27%, of which: Baryons: < 5%, Neutrinos: <0.5%
éEnergy: 73%

l Dark energy and dark matter have both a common origin or are 
they two completely unrelated phenomena ?

l Is each of them describable as classical (gravitational) or as 
quantum mechanical phenomenon ?

l Cold dark matter is well detected gravitationally: but does it 
have other interactions, in particular an electro-weak coupling 
to ordinary matter?

l If it has electro-weak properties, how can it be so (very) 
massive and so stable as to have survived without decay for at 
least 13.7 billion years ?
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Origin of dark matter

l This has been the Wild, Wild West of particle physics: axions, warm
gravitinos, neutralinos, Kaluza-Klein particles, Q balls, wimpzillas,
superWIMPs, self-interacting particles, self-annihilating particles, fuzzy 
dark matter,…

l Masses and interaction strengths span many orders of magnitude, but in 
all cases we expect new particles with electroweak symmetry breaking,

l Particle physics provides an attractive solution to CDM: long lived or 
stable neutral particles:
éNeutrino ( but mass ˜ 30 eV !)
éAxion (mass ˜ 10-5 eV)
éSUSY Neutralino (mass > 50 GeV)

l Axion and SUSY neutralino are the most promising particle dark matter 
candidates, but they both await to be discovered !



Dark Matter and
Dark Energy:
Introverted?

ordinary
matter

dark energy

dark
matterStandard Model

gravity



Dark Matter and
Dark Energy:
Interactive?

ordinary
matter

dark energy

dark
matter

evolution?
perturbations?

variable-mass particles?
Chaplygin gas?

scattering?
annihilation?

mass-varying neutrinos?
variable constants?
5th forces?

Standard Model

Weak int?
          (wimps)
anomalies?
          (axions)
baryogenesis?

gravity
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gamma-rays on surface

neutrinos in ice

Complementary search approaches

LHC experiments

Direct searches in 
underground labs

Indirect searches

Hunt for dark matter in the dark needs a set of different weapons, in an integrated way

gamma-rays etc. on satellite

neutrinos deep underwater



http://www.http://www.lsstlsst.org.org
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GLAST Burst Monitor (GBM) 
5 keV - 25 MeV

Large Area Telescope (LAT)
20 MeV - 300 GeV

GLAST is a NASA Mission
Launch: September 2007
Lifetime: 5-years (10-years goal)
Orbit: 565 km, circular
Inclination: 28.5o

Observing modes: 
All sky survey
pointed observations

Re-pointing Capabilities:
Autonomous
rapid slew speed (75° in < 10 minutes)



The Universe and the Laboratory:
complementary approaches

Surveillance Interrogation
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